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R. P . Drake 
1. Introduction 
This report summarizes our current physical understanding of tandem 
mirrors with thermal barriers. Physicists who understand tandem nirrors can 
use this document as a preliminary guide to the physical issues and 
experimental problems involved. This report will focus upon the issues that 
can be tested experimentally, and on the areas needing experimental and 
theoretical inventions. The next section discusses the plasma potentials 
and plasma confinement which correspond to a tandem mirror with thermal 
barriers, assuming the barriers exist in steady-state. Section 3 discusses 
the creation of a barrier; the natural tendency of the barrier cell to fill 
with plasma must be countered by pumping ions out of the barrier. Although 
at present we do not bave a satisfactory design for TMX with thermal 
barriers, a number of important physics issues can be tested in TMX or in 
smaller experiments. These issues are discussed in Section \ . Section 5 
discusses in more detail the design of a barrier- pimping experiment for 
TMX, The final section summarizes our conclusions and indicates some 
possible future directions. 
2. Tandem Mirror Plasma Potentials and Confinement with Thermal Barriers 
In a tandem-mirror reactor, the end-plug plasmas must maintain a high 
electrostatic potential relative to the center cell plasma. This requires 
large electron temperatures in the end plugs. Because the electrons in the 
plug were expected to equilibrate quickly with those in the center cell, 
initial tandem-mirror-reactor designs required a Large, constant electron 
temperature throughout the reactor . The discovery and subsequent 
understanding of electron temperature gradients along field lines in 
(2) 2XIIB made the concept of a thermal barrier poss:vle. The power losses 
from a tandem-mirror reactor depend strongly upon the center cell electron 
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temperature. A thermal barrier is intended to minimize the conduction of 
energy ff.ora the plug electrons to the center-cell electrons, so as to 
(3) maintain t> relatively low electron temperature in the center cell , and 
to allow other improvements in reactor performance and technology 
requirements. Any device which decreases the thermal conduction of energy 
from the end-plug electrons to the center-cell electrons is a thermal 
barrier. Although this report describes some known thermal barrier designs, 
we are actively seeking new inventions. 
Current thermal-barrier designs minimize the electron thermal 
conduction along field lines by modification of the plasma potential, as is 
shown in figure 1. If the plasma potential is decreased by an amount '', 
between the end plug and the center cell, the depth of the potential veil 
that confines the plug electrons is increased from i>_ to '.'• +\. The 
center cell electrons are confined in a potential well of depth $. . 
Because cf the large size of the center cell relative to the plugs, Che 
passing electrons (those which pass through the plugs and the center cell) 
are maintained at the center-cell electron temperature (T ). Some of 
ec 
these passing electrons leave the plasma along with the departing ions; the 
associated power loss is proportional to T 
The heat transfer from the plug electrons to those in the center cell 
is determined by the rates at which 1) plug electrons escape from the plugs 
into the center cell, 2) passing electrons are trapped in the ping, and 3) 
collisions in the plug heat the passing electrons. This transfer rate can 
be determined by a Pastukhov-type calculation, and may be checked by 
Fokker-Planck calculations. Although our understanding is still 
evolving , a current formula for the conduction power per plug is 
, n 2 I 3 / 2 r 2 I CT - T ) 
W w > p 2 r , p p V l > «> 
(nT) ee 
\ gCR) exp - y i -
ep J 
Ir this formula, n is the plug density, and r and ?. are the 
Gaussian radial and axial scale lengths of the plug. The quantity 
2 IT 2 2 2 2 2 2 n (•=•) r £ resulted from volume integration of n exp(-r /r ) exp(-z It ) p 2 p p ° p p p 
and should be modified to perform a single-field-line calculation, or to 
incl>;d2 the effects of radial variations of electron temperature. The 
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quantity (T - T ) is the difference between the electron temperature ep ec 
in the plug, T , and that in the center cell, T . The denominator in ep ec 
equation (I) is the characteristic confinenient parameter (nT) corresponding 
to this energy transfer; its precise form remains uncertain. It is clear 
that the transfer of energy is driven by electron-electron collisions. This 
contributes the term ( m ) (= 5.63 x 108(T (keV)) 3 / 2 in T!« with 
ee ep 
a Coulomb logarithm of 15). The quantity in square brackets converts 
( :c + V C m ) to the desired (n:). This quantity is net valid when = •' 1, 
ep 
which may arise in small-scale experiments, so a more accurate analytic 
expression is being developed. For example, in an ECRH-heated TMX 
experiment, magnetic confinement of the electrons in the plug may become 
more important than electrostatic confinement. The quantity g(R) is 
g(R) = /? 2\*R l n(i>R + 2) . 
Because the feasibility of a thermal barrier depends heavily upon the 
magnitude of P ., experimental tests of equation (1) are very important. 
The magnitudes of the potentials depicted in figure I are determined 
by the electron temperatures and densities. Che densities being governed by 
the ion confinement. Fokker-Planck calculations have indicated that •'. 
("1 and V .ire determined bv Boltzmann-type relations as follows : 
Tec S-nl — ) (2) 
•b + V c = Tep ,n(^) (3) 
These relations are valid when -^ < ^-^ < 2 , the ultimate limits on their 
ec 
validity are being evaluated. 
Of course, the center cell potential C1 is established to equalize 
the loss rates of electrons and ions. Ignoring ion losses from the plugs 
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(as is usually valid), we have 





in which the center-cell ion confinement parameter is (nT) , The factor 
of 1/2 which appears in equations ll) and (4) repults from the fact that 
electrons are scattered by ions as well as electrons 
The ion confinement determines the densities. Plug ions are lost by 
(17 8 9) familiar processes ' ' ' . Center-cell ions are confined by the 
potential of the end plugs. The confinement ! arameter, valid in both th? 
collisional and collisionless (Pastukhov) regimes, is : 
CnT)c - (nT) u g(R) y= exp 
y ¥ n ^ L ' p B c c 
T. 
1 C 
exp ( 5 ) 
In equation (5), (m).. = 2.5 x 10 T. (keV) 3/2 and T. is the lc 
center-cell ion temperature. The length L is the effective cylindrical 
length of the center cell, defined so that the total center-cell volume is 
2 V = L itr . with r evaluated at the raidplane of the center c c c c r 
c e l l . The ion velocity is 
v. = 1/ „ 1 C = 4.4 x 10 7 /T. (keV)/M (AMU) 
I C F M i c c 
The confinement of ions in the barrier cell is the subject of the next 
section. 
The addition of a barrier cell to a tandem mirror effectively 
decouples the plasma potential from the plug density. This means it is 
possible in principle to maintain electrostatic confinement of center cell 
ions with a comparatively small density in the end plug. In small 
experimental tandem mimrs, the difficulties imposed by stability and 
vacuum conditions severely t?tnit the densities and potentials which can be 
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obtained. However, small experiments can test a number of physics issues 
which are crucial to the success of thermal barriers, as is discussed in 
section 4. In reactors, the addition of thermal barriers introduces a 
trade-off between the technological sophistication and power input required 
to maintain the end plugs and those needed to maintain the barriers. 
3. Ion Confinement in Thermal Barriers 
A. Filling of Thermal Barriers 
A barrier cell will fill up unless it is pumped. It is well known 
that multiple-mirror systems containing Maxwellian plasmas equilibriate to 
uniform density. The effect of a non-Maxwellian center-cell density on the 
potential inside the barrier is discussed at the end of this section. 
Assuming the center-cell plasma is Maxwellian, the barrier density can be 
decreased by pumping ions out of the barrier faster than they are trapped by 
collisions. The filling and pumping of the barrier cell will be discussed 
in turn. 
Collisions trap particles in the barrier cell, as is illustrated in 
figure 2. The Maxwellian center cell produces a constant flux of passing 
ions. These particles have a characteristic random energy T. and a 
directed velocity resulting from the potential through which they have 
fallen. The density of passing ions, n is: 
"pass = ~ " '* - - ' ( 6 > 
Here R. is the mirror ratio of the barrier (B , /B, ). These ions are b mb b 
trapped as the result of collisions which change their velocity or reduce 
their energy. Small-angle scattering traps passing ions magnetically; they 
are scattered out of the loss cone. Diffusion downward in energy causes 
ions to become electrostatically trapped (deeply trapped). The fluxes 
corresponding to these two types of trapping are indicated in figure 2. 
Some limits may easily be placed on these trapping rates. Analytical 
analysis and numerical computations are increasing our ability to model them 
in detail. In the limit of a completely empty barrier, a large mirror 
ratio IL , and the consequent large potential $., the trapped current per 
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unit volume can be estimated. The trapping rate due to small-angle 
scattering will be 
(n fl) 
Ja 7 (nx) 
In this limit each group of passing ions (see Fig. 2) interacts primarily 
with itself, because the relative velocity of the two groups of passing ions 
is high. The quantity (nT) may be taken as (nT) = (AG) (nT).. = 
2.5 x 10 1.' /R. . The deep trapping rate (due to diffusion in 
energy) is estimated from Fokker-Planck calculations to be 
2 n pass 
5.5 x 10 9T. 3 / 2 
1C 
From these calculations the total trapping rate in this limit is, 
j.CcnfV 1) = E^|_ (!t + 4.55 ) (cm~\ keV). (7) 
1 2.5 x 10 l UT. 3 / £ ' 
ic 
Because no real barrier cell will be completely empty, equation (7) should 
place a lower limit on the trapped current, subject to more accurate 
calculations of the deep trapping term. 
When the barrier cell is partially full, passing ions will be trapped 
by collisions with trapped ions as well as with themselves. In this case 
the trapping rate is enhanced by an amount 2g, = 2(n./n ), because 
17 & P" 5 S 
the density of scattering centers is now n. rather than 1/2 n 
D pass 
Ignoring the detrapping of ions already trapped in the barrier cell, we 
obtain as an upper limit on the trapping rate 
2 g b " P t o S 3/2 ( ̂  + 4' 5 5 ) " ( 8> 
2.5 x 10 T. ' 
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The quantity g represents the amount of filling of the barrier, with 
g. = R. when n, = n . However, g, is not proportional to 
nb 
— because of the effects of the barrier potential <k (see Eq. 6). 
c 
Because the two limits derived above are quite different, a becter 
expression for the trapping rate is needed, and experimental studies of this 
type of transport in velocity space would be helpful. Recent Fokker-Planck 
computer-code calculations have led to the expression 
2 
J- = £S|| ryr (2.5 R. + 4.55), (9) 
t r a p 2.5 x 10 1 0T. 3 / 2 % 
1C 
which is used below. However, this expression will probably be revised oi:ce 
some numerical difficulties have been overcome. 
B. Pumping of Thermal Barriers 
To pump a thermal barrier is to remove ions from it. It would seem 
easy to attain poor ion confinement, but a simple, inexpensive, 
technologically feasibile and theoretically tractable idea has not yet 
emerged. The more promising schemes are reviewed below. 
Neutral beams can be used in two ways to pump ions from a barrier. 
Both schemes depend upon replacement by charge-exchange of trapped ions in 
the barrier with untrapped ions provided by the beams. The trapped ions 
escape the plasma after they are neutralized. Both types of neutral-beam 
pumping are illustrated in figure 3. First, a neutral beam can be injected 
nearly parallel to the magnetic axis, so that the ion produced by 
charge-exchange becomes a passing ion. Second, a relatively energetic beam 
can be injected perpendicular to the magnetic axis, so that the resulting 
ions have very large orbits and can be removed by a limiter, charge-exchange 
outside the plasma, or radial diffusion. In both cases, ionization of the 
beam or charge-exchange on passing ions do not tend to fill the barrier. 
The first technique is probably best for a reactor; the second may be 
easiest to use in a small-scale experiment. 
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The principal advantage of neutral-beam pumping is that all the ions 
in the barrier can be pumped by this technique. Proper choice of beam 
energy and aiming allows the beams to interact strongly with any desired 
class of particles. The disadvantages of neutral-beam pumping is that it is 
not very efficient. The neutral beams chosen must have sufficient velocity 
to penetrate the plasma and sufficient current to maintain a large neutral 
densit;' within the plasma. In a neutral-beara-puraped-barrier machine, this 
power input becomes the dominant one. In application the beams may be used 
only to pump the deeply trapped ions, which are hard to reach by other 
techniques. 
A gas box can be used to pump magnetically trapped ions, by replacing 
them with passing ions. Figure 4 illustrates this idea. At the gas box, 
which is located in the elliptical quadrupole far, plasma ions are replaced 
by gas box ions of negligible energy. When these cold ions reach the 
barrier midplane, they are passing ions because of the energy they have 
acquired from the plasma potential. The gas box pumps the barrier by 
charge-exchange of trapped ions, fuels the center cell by ionization, and 
costs additional power by charge-exchange of passing ions. 
Gas-box pumps have the advantage that they are cheap and easy to 
build. However, they cannot completely pump out a barrier. A gas-box 
cannot pump deeply trapped ions, which never reach it. This means that gas 
box pumping must be supplemented by some other technique. In addition, the 
penetration of the gas into the plasma is inefficient, even in the 
elliptical magnetic fan. This will lead to enhanced power loss and greater 
vacuum problems. 
Jay Kesner bas suggested that particle drifts might aid in 
pumping out a barrier. The essential point is that particles in a barrier 
drift across magnetic flux surfaces, and when they have drifted outside of 
the plasma flux tube defined by the plug plasma size, they ire accessible to 
a limiter or to charge-exchange pumping. The magnetic drift surfaces in a 
barrier cell which joins a quadrupole plug field to a circular solenoid 
field enable such pumping. This effect could be enhanced by careful magnet 
design. 
Although it is clear that particle-drift effects can help remove 
particles from a barrier, drift-surface pumping has limitations and 
difficulties. First, this technique has difficulty pumping ions trapped in 
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the core of the barrier, which tend not to drift outside of the plasma flux 
tube. As such ions are the most important, drift-surface pumping at its 
best must be supplemented. Second, the actual particle drifts result from 
electric fields as well as magnetic f'.elds, and are difficult to determine 
using current theory. This means that it is difficult to predict when these 
effects will become significant. Third, the limite* or gas used to puir.p the 
barrier impose difficult impurity and vacuum problems, especially in a 
small-scale experiment. 
Another technique that has received some attention is magnetic 
decompression. A large magnetic field is created in the barrier cell, and 
the density there equilibriates to the center-c°ll value. Then Che barrier 
field is decreased very rapidly. This decompression decreases the density 
in the barrier cell much faster than the trapping rate increases it. The 
density depression relative to the center cell lasts until the barrier fills 
in. This technique appears tecnnicaily unsuitable for reactors, but it 
might be used in smaller experiments to study the filling rate of barrier 
cells. Fo*- example, in TMX a single-turn coil voltage of order 40 kV would 
be required to create the barrier cell in roughly 10 sec, and the barrier 
would be expected to fill in within 10 sec. An even smaller experiment 
might be able to address the problem of barrier fining in detail. 
Various pumping schemes using radio-frequency electromagnetic fields 
have also been proposed. One such idea uses an rf field to adiabaticallv 
reflect ions from a local region of high magnetic field, thereby creating a 
(12) potential well. Theoretically it appears that this will work. 
However, the rf fields required to create a barrier in a reactor are 
unfeasibly large. It appeared that magnetic field fluctuations might be 
(3) used to jostle ions out of the barrier, but Mont- Carlo calculations 
indicated that the magnetic-field fluctuations required were too large (of 
the order of the initial field in the barrier cell). It is likely that rf 
fields could be used to h°lp pump a barrier cell, but a technically feasible 
and theoretically tractable scheme has not been found. A clever, scalable 
experiment would be very helpful. 
It has become clear that although some workable pumping methods have 
been invented, more and better ideas are definitely needed. The efficiency 
with which a barrier cell can be pumped is rhe most important factor which 
determines the performance of a tandem mirror reactor with barriers. 
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C. The Effect of an Anisotropic Center-Ceil Plasma 
A potential well can be created in a barrier cell (or at an extrenuna 
of the Magnetic field) if the plasmas in the adjacent regions are 
non-Maxvellian. In a tar.dem mirror, the densit7 in the barrier cell will 
equllibriate with the Maxvellian 'ooponent of the plasma in the 
center-cell. If the center cell is beam-heated or rf-heated so as to create 
a magnetically-confined, non-Maxwellian plasma, a potential well will be 
created. The harrier density will then increase until the currents into nnd 
out of the barrier are equal. A steady-state pot«i;:tial well will develop. 
The magnitude of this potential well can be estimated by assuming the 
center cell density (n ] to be composed of cold, Maxwellian ions fn ) ce cc 
and hot, magnetically-confined ions (n , ). Then 
n = n + n . ce cc ch 
4>b T Hn 
ce 1 
*b ) 
r A. = r A bT) c c 
Here I\ A. is the particle flux out of the barrier times the area of the 
barrier. 
E 
The barrier aiea is A. = A =- . Because the potential drop occurs within 
b 
the center cell, the particle current leaving the barrier is 
*p~ B A 
bT> 2 ^ c B b R c 2 l ™ 
The current leaving the center cell may be found by integrating over the 
loss cone of the Maxwellian plasma, which gives 
Setting these currents equal» ve obtain 
n, = n R - (R - 1) exp - ] b cc I c c c 
and fr<ra t h e above t h i s e i v e s 
~ = -n ( I 4 - ^ ) - r: | R - fR - M o S p — - — l - ± I . M 0 1 T n c c ' R ec cc L c 
b T i c 
S u p p o s i n g R = 10 , n . = 2n , r?nd T- = ] ' 2 : , t h e n , = . ^ ~ i 
c en cc i c ec b ec 
The above e s t i m a t e s h i w s t h a t n non-V.axve 1 1 i an r e n t e r - r e 1 I p i n p ^ a drv>* 
r e s u l t i n a * t e a d v s t a t e no t e n : i a. 1 v e i l , which w i l l d e r r e a - - * t h e t h e r - v i ' 
c o n d u c t i o n b e t w e e n t h e p l u s and thr- c e n t e r - c e 1 1 . H ^ w . - r . e i t h e r i v e r v 
l a r ^ e c e n t e r - c e l l m i r r o r rati ."* or an e x t r e m e l v a n i s n t r . ^ : : and p o s * : h l v 
u n s t a b l e r e n t e r - c e l l pi a stria vo-j ld h.= r e qui r ed t o o b t a : -i r he ^ i ^ i ' n 1 ' 
3D t e n t : a * v r 1 * •"'f s e v e r a : t : TTW»<I T 
- , ? h v c : : < ; T <<!;*->•; ".Chicb '"an £*"* Tnvr «r i c a t ' v d 
The ab,->ve p o r t : -*?.* h~v- j r - ^ > : ^ererf he-v a t h e r - . a ' ' M r r - ^ r 
^ Tni^bT be c r e a t e d , " u r r ^ r . ther-i.-^" '^ar r ;-^r de*= i err* ;,-n *̂ .-
Iv :n ^ a r ^ e e x p e r i m e n t ? , bec.-j-j*^ >f thr- r*l ae-r.a v ! ; : -v^ . .^-..-r 
T ? ; r i ^ s i n v o l v e d . "?r<-.-Y-j>r. tb'~- f ^ n ^ i ^ i 1 : ; v V ri the—-a" ^^-.r 
-::—be-r e f p h y s i c a l t'•>-•-• r : e > 2n ^ "••'chn : ca 1 ,i« <- : ~ r : : ^n •* 7-.f ~.i 
S-- :.-* * ted : n TVA a?.^ : -i «r—;-_ ; 1 -^r 1 ab ^ r a : ->rv •» x r ^ r : — e-it * . ~" 
. ' i evs <so—e -»: t h e s e i s s u e s .-r.d o n s s ; S : e te«; t« •-*: the—. 
it-1 .""^nc^pt -•: a t ->--r-:a. • ,.-rr-..>r r-5 c t <= on t h e : ' . - : • : • 
r ^nduc t '• c*n o : ' 3 r .e r z" -2 - ^n;; f : ̂  * ^ 1 1->-•* c '*>v t he e * .-,-' r ^n« . 
:h:«= cr-ndLicti^n i n '. a : :o ?-r* -b't-T—; n-^c : : <= e : f e-* : •-•^-r-c = 
e y ? e r : - p n t a " t - * ^ ^ ^*' t h - — a£T , : *j-*e an : *r.2 " ; - £ ^f : "•- "• 
; o n J , - c * i - ! i a r e there : -*"- ' ' - .vrv : — p ^ r t a n : . ' - ^ ic'- :•'<=:•-.. • 
n e v e r v ; 1" be ^<id<* tc- f* r--- f " ^ t ory c r ^ : ? ^-' p ' . e ; : r^n^ : -< 
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electrons. The magnitude and the scaling of the resulti--.s r t-itperature 
difference will be measured. 
These experiments are possible in TMX. particularlv after the addition 
cf SCRH heating. The expected temperature differences ' ' 7 = 7 - T 
in TMX without ECRH are illustrated in figure !>, as a function of plu? inn 
density and taean energy. The center cell densitv is ,i?S':r:pd to he 
13 -3 10 cm , in order to measure T hv a conventional Thonson scat t.-r ins ec • 
System. The curves in f igure 5 were obtained hv equa t ing the power ;nii.:t * 
the plug e l e c t r o n s (by Spitz.er drag^ with the power cnndict . 'd in the 
center—cell e l e c t r o n s a re given by equa t ion <*! ) . Without ECRH, T*f? • v m i ' 
be «:cpected t o produce t e n p p r a t u r e d i f f e r e n c e ; l.irt;e enough TO »."-• * ,-• 
t heo ry of e l e c t r o n t h e m a l conduct ion , un l e s s <-ither 11 the ?h.-->r. 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y ove res t i r aa te s the conduct ion or ?'= TMX c r c i : - - . i t - >•-— : : - r - i ' 
b a r r i e r by some c e c h a n i s n , perhaps r e l a t e d to rf :"! net -nt i o*:s. 
Figure 6 i l l u s t r a t e s the na^n i tude of t - e t frzy*-* r a t :r. ' - . f r ' - 1 : . - - -^ ~ 
which could be ob ta ined usinjt £CRF h e a t i n g . Th>? te—p-»r.ir : r-' "?, '''' •• r----. -•- ^ 
shown in f igure 6 a r e i n d i c a t i v e r a t h e r than pred i ct : •--»: ;-.•-.- ir-- n * ' 1 : •-
p a r t i a l model of the plasma dynaa jes . The point of the fiL':r-> : * : ' --r 
raeasureable and v a r i a b l e tempera ture difference*; sho-j M h.< ,s»^L-i.>- •„----> : • 
a b s o r p t i o n of a few hundred kw of ECRH power. S imi lar t . ' -r--r i t ;r.-
d i f f e r e n c e s have been p red i c t ed Sy Steve Devote, •ISIKK I S . ' ! : ' - C " B ' - : V - ' 5 : 
point—nodel computer code. 
B. MUD S t a b i l i ' . y 
The a d d i t i o n of a ba3 i e r e e l l to a tnnden n i r r - r rtd't* -̂ -w r.-.-:-^^ f̂ 
unfavorable f i e l d - l i n e cu rva tu re which sav adverse ly affe.-t the v;-;p 
s t a b i l i t y of the d e v i c e . Consider ing ficruro 1. i t i s ci- 'ar that " ; i " harr;--: 
m i r ro r c r e a t e s unfavorable cu rva tu re v'here the c e n t e r - r e 11 p'.is-.i j r - ' m r " 
aay be s i g n i f i c a n t . C a l c u l a t i o n s have shown that the new f ;p ld d'.'Kicr,"-
should be s t a b l e to the f l u i e - i n t e r c h a n s e i n s t a b i l i t y , hut the-.- a-.pear to 
have very poor s t a b i l i t v with repard to the ba l loon ing node. " However. 
t he se t h e o r e t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n s have net been exper i - e n t a l ' . v t e s t e d . and i f 
soraewhat open to ques t ions because they are exact only in the ' i n : - ->r 
i n f i n i t e wave nustber ( : e r c wavelength 1 perpenrlic-'.lar to ?. An CXT-T .-.'.e-ita" 
t e s t of MHD t h e o r v , t o what ever e-xtent :s p o s s i b l e , would be ci:it-- isef-;;. 
We are i n v e s t i g a t i n g whether we cm c r e a t e a s i ^n i f i cant lv uns t ab le 
plasma in TMX with the e x i s t i n c c o i l s and power supp l ies or a f t e r ~inor 
~r,izic'.*:~-ns. .-.:s •-: . . a...-"-' a :-?st c: :r.t.;rc ians-' r v ^ r v . an.", p^s.-?: •>." 
• Pa1.1—ni-:;; i"-.«,-rv. ::r«-.-->r, the hie.'-.-- pi asr-.as cr.MN'.: : r_ TY>! •-• : . : havi 
: -n: f i can: i rn-Lar-er r a d i i , -n i should be ranre s tab le :":ar. the -cede 1 s 
r e d i c t . «'e -.-ill h •> able tn pl-ic- l imits .ir, r.MCtor s t a b i l i t v , blinded bv 
L'M ar.d infi-.i ;••—.•-•.•"nii-.b.T ".Viirv, h::'. the sr i ' : : ' ; i ' ^: iHil ' rv l i - i i t s wi l l '" 
iffiru". t to disoer-'.. ^ther . ' v r - r i n n : : 1 ;•"»:<: of V!? theer--- ire a l so 
: . •;.irr:-1r r i i : i c : nr.' :'-3n:o nc; 
As was i i s ; ; s s e l : o ser":.-r. T, -f :s .V.so d: f : i •iilt :n pro. : : : t :h-' 
rate T. which -,-!•;-;: n- i •""!•; ar-' t ra rpe* :™. a b a r r i - r . V,sr-T •!"•••:: a", s; •;.". i.^" 
'•:" :h is :ss-.:e wo-:l 1 he -:s*f':!, '^^i-.^ia!'.: if the\- ^it;:".-! ^ K : : r ' ' Che deer> 
:r-.p->:-.; ".-.: -ac-v-tic : rnpp:':".:; r.i:-'« .is a f::r.;v i r-r. of how ft:li the - isrr i iT 
: - . 7w~ ' - i s : - - : r " ' - ; : ^ ^ -i.-ht bo .1.---J: t'-i^v - i ' ! be hr iof lv d : sc-tissed. 
Fir = t . an --tptv b a r r i e r cell -."IT.:Id be created Sv rapid nas--.oti-
i^co-^ro^si--. , "rid ch>- trapping r a t ' s coyld be dedncod from donsi tv 
-• ' i^ jr- 'OT.:? . ""-13'; ovp.-..-;--.ent -..Tr:ld be d i f f i c u l t cisinr; T>'.\, because of the 
..:~-.. -,^i - ; q : >«-, ; ; j . v 0 f Lu^ center ce l l and rr-rnr diagnost ic access . The 
•"iilinr. r s : c nf the b a r r i e r --r>:i"d "-•• es t i - .a ted . bnt d - t a i l ed studv of the 
sen I inn. of the t rappinc ra tes would be d i f f i c u l t . ,\ ;::ii vers i tv-scn le 
•"-erc-e-.r. •: •- i r>.; ' nver dens i t i e s nr.d I n v r rcarcnet i c f ie lds cf-ild be a -ooo 
•----.- C • ?t:d. ' t h i s :==•:". The r e su l t s of such an experiment, if i t was 
w - ' '.- -•• •;: iried. •-.~'';ld -'nbarire .i::r und-T stand i n ; of nnnv w l o c i t v-snace-
: : -"-""s:"*^ prccesS'^s, "o1" '>:-:r:~.r,l ̂ . ^ne t".eorv r>f e lect r r r i t'^ertnal cond'ic. t ion 
r'ry::re<: an nnder^tandinc *̂" s-:cb. pi J C ' ^ ^ C ? . 
Second, a s teadv-s ta t^ ba r r i e r L ' 1 1 ccr.ild be r-unr-ed bv "we'.l-
•r'.d-T -t enrj" tecbnic ' ies . The sea litis of the b a r r i e r densitv -nieht reveal the 
-ac,n ' t :de of ce r t a in trappi-i;; r a t e s . Unfortunately, the trapping ra tes 
inferred fron the data wil l be r^odel-depend.ent and wil l not be very 
p rec i se . S\:ch an order-of-r-.agnitude —easurer-.ent of the trapping ra te would 
be be t t e r than no r.ensuror^ent of i t . but a nore informative experir-.ent is 
desi reab le . 
A final set of issues which can perhaps be addressed in snalL 
eyperi—.pntr. are the techniques of punning ions out nf a ba r r i e r c e l l . In 
section T, the f e a s i b i l i t y of pumping a ba r r i e r ce l l in TMX is examined as 
an exa-.ple. eeutral-beair. punp :ng wil l undoubtedly work, but is d i f f i c u l t to 
tes t in a low-power, snall-plasraa experiment. Gas-box purapinR might be 
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investigated, to determine whether complications arise due to poor gas 
penetration or other causes. Experiments that investigate particle drift 
surfaces might aid the evaluation of drift-surface pumping, especially if 
they could investigate the effects of electric fields. Finally, an 
experimental demonstration and theoretical account of a scalable RF pumping 
technique could be a major advance in tandem-mirror technology, 
5. A TMX Thermal Barrier Design 
This section summarizes our efforts to design a thermal barrier 
experiment in TMX. This design effort provided useful knowledge regarding 
barrier pumping and magnet design. Present deisgns indicate a 
barrier-pumping experiment might be performed, but that the overall 
performance of TMX would not improve. Mew design approaches are needed to 
improve TMX performance with thermal barriers. 
A. A Thern-al-Barrier-Enhavced TMX? 
A thermal barrier enhances the ion confinement in a tandem mirror by 
allowing a larger plug potential for the same power input; this permits an 
increase of the center-cell density or other equivalent improvements. 
However, in TMX the center cell ion confinement is determined by the need to 
stabilize the end plugs. If a thermal barrier in TMX allowed a higher plug 
potential, more stabilizing current would be needed. This conflicts with 
the desired improvement in ion confinement, and in addition the center cell 
density cannot be increased because of the need to minimize the filling rate 
of the barrier cell. To make matters worse, the addition of two barrier 
cells to a center cell which is already small reduces the center cell volume 
substantially. In sum, adding thermal-barrier cells to TMX in this way 
would decrease the ion confinement in order to maintain plug stabiLity 
through plasma loss from a smaller central cell plasma volume. We need to 
discover a way to maintain steady-state end plugs without stabilizing 
current or strong electron cooling, and ways to nalte thermal barriers more 
compact to fit into TMX. 
Because of the above considerations, we have considered the addition 
of one barrier cell to TMX, to demonstrate barrier pumping. Such an 
experiment would attempt to show a reduction in barrier density and possibly 
to measure the creation of a potential well. This design and its 
performance are discussed below. 
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B. Field Design 
Figure 7 i l l u s t r a t e s one TMX field design for a thermal-barrier c e l l . 
This design uses one additional mirror coil to create the barr ier mirror. 
Although the flux tube is not very circular in the center cel l (the 
deviation from a circular cross-section is 23%), a barr ier with R. = 10 is 
b 
created with minimal modifications to the experiment. We have obtained n 
more circular field design by replacing the octupole coil in TMX with a 
negative-curvature-negative-current b-.icking coil (Fig. 8) . Note in figure 7 
that the center-cell volume in the half of the machine with the barr ier is 
very small. Die interchange-stabil i tv limit of this field design is iff = 
c 
.260p. A summary of these field designs and their character is t ics mav be 
o b t a i n e d . ( ! Z | ) 
C. Barrier Fi l l ing 
The barrier filling rate limits the allowable center-ceil parameters. 
Using equations (6) and (9) and integrating over the barrier volume, one can 
obtain 
1 : i r . VI - 6 2 
C 1C 
In this relation n is the Maxwellian component of the center-cell plasma 
and T. (keV) is its temperature. Using r = 16 cm 6 ~ 0, and ic r " c ' c 
R = 6 pives the following tahle: 
Table 1. Barrier Filling Estimates in TMX 
Trapped Current in amps vs n , T 
cc c 
T.c(keV) .1 .3 
n (10 1 3xm~ 3) cc 
910 170 SO 30 
3600 700 330 120 
8100 1600 700 260 
4400 2000 710 
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As will be seen below, it is not feasible to pump hundreds of amps out 
of 3. TKS barrier cell. The base-case TMX center cell is very collisional 
and the barrier fills in very fast. The only operating point which might 
13 -3 allow the barrier to be pumped is n = 10 cm , T. = 500 eV. 
Thia would require substantial heating of the center-eel ions, and scaling 
experiments of pumping and trapping probably would not be possible, (n 
13 -3 C C 
cannot be lowered below 10 cm because of the needs to stabilize the 
end plugs, and to measure T with a Thomson scattering system.) On the 
assumption that the operating point described above could be achieved, the 
pumping of this current will be examined next. Note that equation (9) was 
an estimate, and that the actual trapping rate could be significantly 
smaller or larger than table 1 suggests. 
D. Barrier Pumping 
The pumping required to remove 80 amps of trapped current from a 
barrier must pump both deeply and magnetically trapped ions, in the core of 
the barrier as well as on the surface. A combination of neutral-beam and 
gas-box pumping is evaluated here. Drift surface pumping was evaluated 
using particle drifts computed by Jim Foote. The core of the plasma 
(radius < 8 cm) cannot be pumped by this technique. However, the outer 
edges of the plasma could lose a significant current due to this effect. 
As discussed in Section 3, the deeply trapped ions muot be pumped by 
the neutral beams. For R = 10, this current is roughly 17% of the total 
current, or 13 amps in this case. However, because some magnetically-
trapped ions will also be pumped, the total neutral-beam pumping must be 
roughly 20 amps. In the thin plasma limit, which underestimates the 
required neutral beam current, we have 
(beam pump) beam ex b b* J 
Taking a = 10 _ 1 5cra 2, n f a = 1/2 n < ; = 5 x 10 I 2cnf 3, r b = 19cm, 
and I. , = 20 amps, we obtain I v = 120 amps. This can be (beam pump) r beam 
supplied with three beams in top operating condition. Because of 
attenuation by the plasma and availability, four beams are probably required. 
In addition to the neutral-beara pumping, the gas box must pump 60 amps 
of trapped ions, replacing them with passing ions by charge-exchange. If 
the gas box is located where B is half the mirror field, the trapped region 
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is about 70% of the total available phase space. We estimate the pumping 
rate as 
60 amps = qL , A . n . n <cv> x .7 r go gl) gb o ex 
2 Using the gas box area A . = 230 cm , gas box length I, , = 15cm, gas 
13 MR _g 3 -1 box density n , = 10 cm and <ov> = 2 x 10 cm s , we ' gb ex 
obtain a neutral density within the plasma in the gas box, n = 
II -3 ° 
8 x 10 cm . This density is easily obtainable, on the basis of 
previous experience with gas boxes in TMX and 2XIIB. The potential of the 
gas box is above that in the center cell because the elec'.ron temperature is 
higher in the plug (if necessary, ECRH heating would bo used). Thus, a 
combination of neutral-beam pumping and gas-box pumping might succeed in 
reducing the density in a barrier cell in TMX. The crucial uncertainty in 
this case is just how much neutral-beam pumping is needed to handle the 
deeply-trapped current while at the same time satisfying center-cell heating 
and vacuum requirements, 
6. Conclusion 
Although the experiments designed thus far do not improve TMX 
parameters, they can test several physics issues which are crucial to the 
success cf a thermal barrier. TMX can test the theory of electron thermal 
conduction along field lines and, co some extent, MHD stability theory. TMX 
might be able to test barrier filling rates and barrier pumping, within a 
degree of uncertainty. Smaller experiments could very usefully examine 
barrier filling, MHD stability, and new pumping techniques, especially those 
involving rf fields. 
Beyond this, the basic concept of the thermal barrier is still a ripe 
subject for inventions. For example, we are examining the use of a barrier 
cell and a simple mirror added onto a basic tandem mirror. The quadrupole 
field in the basic tandem mirror would provide MHD stability, and would 
reduce the current into the barrier (and hence Che trapping rate) to more 
managable levels. The outer mirror would be thermally isolated from the 
rest of the machine and ECRH would be used to provide a very high potential 
barrier. This scheme, and quite possiblv others, may enhance the usefulness 
of the thermal barrier. But no matter what develops, the basic experiments 
discussed above will be applicable to all thermal barriers. 
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1. Magnetic fields, plasma potentials, and plasma densities in a tandem 
mirror with a thermal barrier. The plug density n may or may not be 
greater than the center-cell density n . 
2. Passing ions flow through the barrier cell. They become deeply trapped 
by diffusing to lower energy or magnetically trapped by scattering in angle, 
3. A neutral bean nearly parallel to the machine axis replaces trapped ions 
with passing ions by charge-exchange CI). Cross-field injection of 
energetic beams can replace trapped ions with ions whose orbits leave the 
p 1 asma (2 ). 
A. Gas-box pumping replaces magnetically trapped ions with passing ions. 
5. Predicted electron temperature differences AT between the plug and the 
center cell in TMX without ECRH heating, depending on plug density and mean 
ion energy. 
6. Indicative temperature differences AT which could be obtained using ECRH 
heating in TMX. 
7. A magnetic field plot showing the addition of a barrier cell to TMX. 
8. An improved magnet set to create a barrier cell in TMX, using a 
reverse-curvature reverse-current transition coil. 
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